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“Preserving the Past while Building the Future.”

Celebrating 134 Years of Service
A note from the Siewers Family…
It is hard to believe that summer is winding down and school is getting ready to begin.
We surely hope all these wet rainy days have not affected your business too much. We
are all hoping for a cool, dry fall season!
We have a very exciting newsletter for you this month! Included are articles on
Selling/Closing the Sale, Goal Setting and Writing an Action Plan.
Looking forward, we are pleased to be able to offer a continuing education opportunity
with our rep Aaron from Fasten Master. Aaron will put on an Impact Event the morning
of Wednesday, September 5th, in an effort to bring everyone up to speed on the many
products available from Fastenmaster ( www.fastenmaster.com/products.html ), AND he
will be serving donuts!
Thank you for your time and interest in our newsletter as well as your feedback on ways
of making it better. Please continue to let us know what your needs are and that your
needs are being met! AND, remember to mark your calendar for the Fasten Master
Impact Event on the morning of Wednesday, September 5th!

-The Siewers Family
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Contractor News
Here’s How to Write an Action Plan That Will Lead to Results By Paul Winans
One of the things I do is facilitate Remodelers Advantage Roundtables. Each Roundtable
has about 10 non-competing member companies. The groups meet once in the Spring and
once in the Fall.
The most common type of Spring meeting includes a Case Study. This is a deep dive into
the business of the host company. Among other tactics, interviews with several
employees provide insights into the business that would be impossible to get otherwise.
The other members of the group then provide input to the host on what they might work
on to improve the performance of their business.
Thirty days after the meeting is over, the host is to send group members an Action Plan
laying out the items they will work on. What I see from the host varies. Sometimes they
send a list of four to six things they will focus on improving or getting done. The hosts
who make the most change between meetings don’t stop there. Here is what they do: they
create a true Action Plan.
An Action Plan starts with those same big-picture topics. And then it breaks them down.
For each topic, a list of actions that need to be taken is laid out, in the sequence they are
to occur.
Each action has a particular person assigned to it, who is responsible for getting that
action done. Getting the action done might involve working with others, but the assigned
person is the one who is accountable for making it happen.
Each action also has a deadline by when it is to be completed.
A spreadsheet with Topic, Action, Person Responsible, and Deadline across the top
makes organizing this information easy and trackable.
Figuring out how to break down the big topics is typically done by the host and their key
employees or the team. The input of these people will make it more likely that the
Actions and Deadlines are realistic and owned by them. The resulting outcome: What has
been agreed to, will get done.
What I am suggesting takes more work than simply laying out some big topics. In that
respect, it is like most things that provide great value and promote the likelihood of
significant change.
Only by getting specific about what needs to be done, what specific actions will get that
done, who is responsible for what action and what is the deadline for each action, does
forward progress happen.
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Big picture items are a good start, but to make change you must then get granular.

How to get to “Yes” Faster on a Design-Build Project By Paul Winans
One of the challenges for a design-build company is how to get the construction contract
signed as soon as possible. All too often the design and selection process seems endless.
The company makes money doing remodeling projects, not doing the design and
specifying.
So, how can you get to “Yes” sooner? Use this process:
Initial Call
Lead intake is done by the director of first impressions. This person qualifies the
callers—i.e., the leads—to see if they are a fit for what the company does and the
company’s process.
Callback
The salesperson calls the potential client if the lead fits your company's idea of a good
client and is prepared to spend what the salesperson (off the cuff) thinks it might take to
design and build what the lead wants.
A Visit
The salesperson visits the potential client. The salesperson reviews the potential client’s
pains, such as problems with the home and the emotional drivers for getting the problems
fixed, and checks what the client wants to invest, comparing it to what the company
thinks the project might cost. All that is to determine whether the potential client is a fit
for what the company does. At this meeting, only if all is looking good, the salesperson
brings up the Design Agreement and gets it signed or arranges to return for the signing.
Design Process Starts
The designer is introduced to the potential client by the salesperson. At that meeting, the
designer asks the potential client many questions, using the salesperson’s notes as
conversation starters. The designer reiterates the expectation that the company initially
does enough design to make sure the remodel will be a success for both the potential
client and the remodeling company.
The designer also reminds the potential client that the goal is to design to the client’s
investment amount. The designer asks if the client wants to see any ideas that would
exceed the investment amount. If yes, then the designer does a plan that would do so, in
addition to a plan that fits with investment amount. If no, then only a plan that fits the
investment amount is done.
After this meeting and every successive meeting, the designer writes meeting minutes.
These minutes note what was agreed to, who is supposed to do what going forward, and
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if any items being considered will require increasing the investment amount. These
minutes go to the potential client and the salesperson.
Design and Estimating Happen
The design is done and reviewed with the potential client. Maybe there are up to two
revisions. Once the potential client thinks the design solves their problems, the estimating
starts while the designer continues with specifying. As the specifying gets done, it gets
priced, too.
To a great degree, the designer is selecting items using photos, etc., that the potential
client has said show what they like. The final review of the specs takes place AFTER the
contract is signed (more on that in a bit).
These “dummy” specs are used to get firm pricing for providing and installing actual
products. This gets rid of allowances and all the frustration and confusion they can create.
With these real costs for real finishes and fittings, the client has a solid idea of what the
project, as designed and specified by the company, will cost.
The designer and the salesperson work together to help the client be realistic about what
will fit their investment. A base scope is agreed upon with alternates being identified
proactively. For example, suppose the client loves a solid-surface countertop material that
is very expensive. The possibility that going with this product will take the project cost
past the investment amount is addressed before that product is spec’d in the base scope. A
less expensive but acceptable product is specified in the base scope. At the same time, the
desired product is set up in the same document as a standalone alternative.
By doing this proactively, three things happen:
•
•

•

The potential client will not be blown out of the water when the proposal is
presented.
The dreaded process of “value engineering” is avoided. This where the desired
fittings and finishes are replaced by less expensive ones, all occurring reactively,
not proactively.
The potential client can pick and choose among the alternates at the time the
proposal is presented.

The Proposal is Presented and Signed
The salesperson presents and gets signed the Preliminary Proposal. This is an extremely
thorough document based on the preliminary design, preliminary specifications
determined by the designer after interacting with the client, and firm proposals from all
trade contractors and vendors to build what is in the plans and specs. Now the job is
secured.
The salesperson tells the potential client that the company is prepared to build what is
described in the preliminary plans and the preliminary proposal for the fixed price listed
at the end of the proposal. They also mention that additional work needs to be done, such
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as completing the plans and reviewing the specifications, noting that the cost to do these
tasks is included in the fixed price--once again, listed at the end of the preliminary
proposal.
Review All Selections
Now that the contract is signed the designer makes sure the client owns the choices the
designer made (or then helps the client make the needed selections in a timely way),
permit drawings can be prepared and submitted, working drawings can be prepared, and
job books can be prepared. All of that work is paid for by the client because they signed a
preliminary proposal that included the cost to do all this work.
Revise the Proposal
Change Order 1 is submitted and signed, covering any changes made to the plans, scope,
cost and consequently, the length of the project, after the preliminary proposal was
signed.
The Remodel Begins
With the permit in hand, the construction starts. There are only two documents signed
before the project "is" the company's: The Design Agreement and the Preliminary
Proposal.
Developing a System Takes Time
How confident are you in your process? How effective is it at taking a potential client out
of the marketplace and making your potential client think that you and your company are
the solutions? Do you unintentionally throw up barriers to securing the job? These are
important questions to ask yourself if you are working for clients who don’t appreciate
how you unique you and your company are, and who are always renegotiating the deal.

This One Hour a Week Can Make All The Difference at Work

By Paul Winans

Most people work hard. Whatever they do, they want to do well. Sometimes that means
putting in long hours.
The reality is such an effort gets you nowhere if you don’t know where you want to go.
You need a destination to stay on course. What does this look like in practice?
Describe What You Want to Achieve
Those of us (like me) who go the whole hog in pursuit of git ‘er done often don’t take the
time to look to the future. We are so busy being busy that we make decisions based on
points of reference we often aren’t conscious of. These decisions, consequently, fail to
adequately create continuous progress toward the life we want for ourselves and those we
love.
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So do this: Set aside an hour a week for getting clear about where you want to get to. Lay
out what exactly you want to achieve so that you can have the life you want when you are
successful.
Keep it simple. How much wealth do you want to build? What do you not want to do at
your company? How many days away from your company do you want to have? What
experiences do you want to have with your family?
Whatever you create will change over time. That is normal, and it’s not a reason for
skipping this work.
Use Your Goal(s) When Making Decisions Now
Every day you have lots of choices to make. Where do you put your focus? What about
this situation that just popped up? How to respond?
With a clear destination in mind, you can make better choices about the present.
For example, you might like jumping in and being the savior when a crisis happens.
However, doing so is inconsistent with helping your key employees learn how to become
less dependent on you. And that will leave you less likely to achieve the goal you have
laid out for yourself.
Catch yourself not doing what comes naturally to you. Put your efforts into teaching
others how to be more effective. Notice when an employee grows into being who you
knew they wanted to be.
Appreciate Your Progress
The journey to success is a long one. Stop and pay attention to the progress you have
made.
Taking that one hour a week to focus on where you want to go and how your journey has
been going will help you stay focused.
The busy-ness we find addictive can be overcome by this practice so you can make better
choices in the long run. Getting clear about where you are going makes it likely you will
get there.
Enjoy the journey. Stay on course. Keep the destination in mind while appreciating what
you have accomplished.
It is only your life. What do you want from it?
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Feel Lucky!

Be sure and bring your business card next time
you visit Siewers. Just drop it into the glass fish
bowl on the counter to enter a monthly drawing.
Good Luck!!!
Congratulations to Graham Jones our
August Winner!
Labor Day!
Siewers will be closed, Monday, Sept. 3rd for Labor Day.
We will reopen at 7:30 a.m. Tuesday, Sept. 4th.

Flu Shots!
Sept. 12th from 7:30 to 8:30.
Call Lauren (358-2103) or email laurenf@siewers.com & reserve your
spot!

Impact Event: Sept. 5th, from 7:30 – 9:00
Demo with Free Coffee & Donuts
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Sale Items This Month

*
*
*
*

Interior Doors $50
Exterior Doors $100
Free Pallets (Firewood, Tables, Partitions, Fence, etc) Up to 18’ long
Discounted bundles of culled lumber (gardens, farms, temporary projects, etc.)

3 Display Cabinets made by Plain & Fancy (we no longer carry this line)
$500 (Includes 3 tall cabinet units, all of the interior accessories, lighting and hardware)

See Kellene with any questions!
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Economy Snap Shot……….

Unemployment
Rate – Entire U.S.
3.9%
4.0%
4.3%

July 2018
Prior Month –June 2018
Prior Year – July 2017

Gallon ($)
Of Gas
$2.86
$2.85
$2.31

July 31 , 2018
Prior Month – June 2018
Prior Year – July 2017

Consumer
Confidence
(Indexed to value
of 100 in 1985)
127.4
126.4
118.9

Total Housing
Starts/Seasonally
Adjusted Annual
Rate
1,168,000
1,158,000
1,185,000

Existing Home
Sales
N/A
5,380,000
5,440.000

National Avg.
Mortgage Rate
4.53
4.57
3.97

Market Summary
Aug. 16, 2018

1/01/18

7/31/17

25,449

24,719

21,891

NASDAQ

7,822

6,903

6,348

S&P 500

2,818

2,673

2,470

DOW

Market Minute / July 2018
New Listings

1,884

Average Sales Price

$302,247

Pending Sales

1,511

Days on Market

27

Asked vs. Sold

99.83%

Months of Supply

2.19

Richmond Metro: Chesterfield, Hanover, Henrico & Richmond City
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Company Mission
To serve the needs of contractors and remodelers.

“Preserving the Past while Building the Future.”
Siewers Lumber & Millwork
1901 Ellen Road
Richmond, VA 23230
Phone: (804) 358-2103 Fax: (804) 359-6986
Hours:
Monday – Friday
7:30 a.m. – 4:30 p.m.

Visit our website for product and general information at
www.siewers.com
&
also on Facebook at Siewers Lumber & Millwork

Share with others. . . . . . .
If you know someone that would like to receive our “Siewers Newsletter”,
have them email me at laurenf@siewers.com and we will add them to our
distribution list.
….Next issue Sept. 20th
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